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JEA 1P18 - POLAND

[u-bit #19200312]
2191-6-1

08:00:12  1) guards, HA PAN over ghetto, crowds and tram, men in prison            (S) WWII: Warsaw
-08:07:25     yard walking in circle, men rushed out of building, Jews in office             Ghetto <16mm>
                    of Judenrat, pictures on wall in office, food vendors, boy kicking              [silent]
                    younger boy and chasing him away, women sewing, people                      <Note: part of this
                    sleeping on floor, CUs, mother feeding children, people chased                 transfer flipped
                    and carried away by guards, crowds “herded” on sidewalk                        - for correct
                    and in streets                                                                                             re-transfer
                                                                                                                                     see below>

2191-4-1

08:07:30  1) Poland WWII - woman praying outdoors, destruction, crying              (S) Intermediates
-08:19:32     woman, clean-up at destroyed church, CUs poster, men with                    534-2
                    shovels marching, destruction and clean-up, dead in field,
                    crying woman, little boy with birdcage in midst of destruction,
                    CU woman, women praying outdoors, crying women in line
                    (for food?), women carrying bread, makeshift hospital interior,
                    nurses with newborns, elderly woman crying, wounded, bodies in
                    field, fires at night, burning buildings at night, women recovering
                    paintings, wounded sitting on sidewalk, children, views of destruction,
                    young men in house, one getting medical attention from other, man
                    and boy with birdcage, dead, woman planting tree, destroyed houses,
                    city square with people, pigeons, destruction, people on sidewalk in front
                    of house, notes displayed in showcase, people looking at public notices,
                    street scenes with pedestrians, some of them carry belongings,
                    interior of church and service, foreign shops barricaded with sandbags,
                    dead woman in field, people turning her over and looking at her face,
                    women working in field, dead horses in street, family with young children,
                    armed men in streets, children on wagon with belongings, sign for Bazaar,
                    destroyed buildings, people with belongings, MCU woman with baby,
                    man speaking to crowd which raises hands, destroyed railroad, factories,
                    more destroyed buildings  (1930s)

2191-3-2

08:19:36  2) recovering church artifacts, outdoor Catholic church service               (S) Intermediates
-08:20:57     (1930s)                                                                                                    844-2+4
                                                                                                                                    [section]

1P18 -2-
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2191-1-15

08:20:59  10) Jewish people in horse-drawn carts on rural road,                              (N) Poland: 20s -
-08:22:17     horse waiting near house                                                                          Jewish Scenes
                                                                                                                                    [section]
                                                                                                                                    [also on 1X11
                                                                                                                                    00:26:18-00:27:35]

08:22:18  11) Jewish people waiting at train station                                                 (N) Poland: 20s -
-08:22:35                                                                                                                     Jewish Scenes
                                                                                                                                    [section]

08:22:38  12) tourists, exterior. of Cracow University, men in crosswalk,               (S) Poland: 1927
-08:24:48     statue of Copernicus, plaque, women spinning yarn, weaving                   [section]

08:24:49  13) Jewish scenes in Poland - Jewish Quarter, Jewish people in               (S) Intermediates:
-08:28:23     house entrance, talking on sidewalk, market, balloon vendor,                   844-1+3
                    Jewish people walking in streets, poster/sign with name “Marja                [section 1]
                    Steinberger” on door of house, children playing in tenement yard,
                    CUs boys and young men  (1930s)

08:28:26  14) Poland / Jewish scenes - two Jewish men in front of heavy                (S) Intermediates:
-08:30:11     door talking agitatedly, man getting dressed, woman with baby                844-1&3
                    carriage sitting on bench, pedestrians, kiosk, man on sidewalk                  [section 2]
                    carrying sign, church exterior, market at church, Jews talking in
                    streets and on sidewalk, horse-drawn carriage
                    (1937)

08:30:15  15) woman taking off colorful sweater, LS scenic view of river and        (S) Intermediates:
-08:31:45     and town with church in distance, religious procession,                            844-1&3
                    HA ACCELERATED MOTION of many people at mass in                     [section 3]
                    Catholic church, religious procession and crowd into church
                    (1936)

2191-6-1

08:31:55  1) guards, HA PAN over ghetto, crowd and tram, men in prison yard      (S) WWII: Warsaw
-08:33:20     walking in circle, men being rushed out of building                                   Ghetto <16mm>
                                                                                                                                    <Note: correct
                                                                                                                                    re-transfer from
                                                                                                                                    above of only first
                                                                                                                                    part


